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DOCUMENTATION 
Introduction 
Technology Student Association is a career-oriented organization that focuses on leadership, 
service, and STEM related competitive events. As a Delaware State Office team, we have noticed 
that our members find the documentation portion of competitive events intimidating. This 
documentation guide was created by combining specifications from events as well as tips and 
rules to follow when creating a portfolio for events.  
 
Almost every event requires successful completion of documentation. Having a guide ensures 
that everything follows protocol and earns you and/or your team the maximum possible points 
according to the rubric. Although this guide follows the specifications of the State Leadership 
Conference, there might be variation in what is expected at the National Leadership Conference 
(NLC). If the NLC desires something different for the documentation formatting, make sure you 
adjust your portfolio after you compete at the State Conference. 
 
We hope that this guide aids you as you complete the documentation portion of your TSA events! 

 
General Guidelines 
Specifications 
 
LINE SPACING 

● Unless otherwise specified in a competitive event’s guidelines, all text should be 
standard-spaced with an additional space between sections. 

● When using bulleted lists, the same spacing rules from above apply. 
 
MARGINS 

● Do not alter margins unless stated in the competitive event guidelines. 
● The standard margin size is 1” (one inch). 

 
PAGE NUMBERS 

● Include page numbers. This will help judges easily find information in your documentation. 
● Page numbers should be in the same font size and style as used throughout the 

documentation. 
● Page numbers should be 0.5” from the bottom of the page at the right margin starting on 

page 2. 
 
FONT TYPE/SIZE 

● Use a professional font that is clear to read and understand. Typically use a font within the 
sizes of 11-12 pt. 

● Keep formatting consistent throughout the documentation. 
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HEADING 

● Headings should be centered. 
● Headings can be bolded, enlarged, underlined, or a different color. 

 
PORTFOLIO TYPE 
 

● Your portfolio should be placed inside a clear front report cover. This is specifically 
regarding the National Leadership Conference, as portfolios are now submitted 
online(https://www.staples.com/Oxford-Clear-Front-Report-Covers) 

● Use page protectors in order to ensure that the pages don’t 
get damaged. 

 

 

https://www.staples.com/Oxford-Clear-Front-Report-Covers/product_SS1003226
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National Competitive Events Guide 
The National Competitive Events Guide is the official rulebook for all TSA events. Below we have 
included a list of all of the sections in the guidebook. It gives you summaries on what each 
section contains. Please read the events guide for more details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overview: A brief summary of the event. 
Eligibility: This tells you how many individuals/teams from your chapter/state can compete in a 
contest. 
Time Limits: This tells you how long certain portions of the contest will take. 
Attire: All events require National Attire during the National Conferences.  
Procedure: Informs you on how the competition will run on a national level. 
Regulation: These are the “rules” for the event. It explains in detail what you should include in 
your project – a display, a documentation notebook, a model, etc. 
Evaluation: This tells you how the project will be assessed. Use this with the rubric to see exactly 
what the judges will be looking for. 
STEM Integration: Explains how your event is directly related to the STEM field. 
Careers Related to This Event: Shows you careers that use the same skills that you use in the 
event. 
Rubrics: This tells you how your event is judged and scored. 
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*This image is updated as of 2019, and LEAP has since been removed. Please refer to the 
National TSA website for up to date information. 
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DETSA State Competitive Events Guide 
The Delaware specific events are found separately on the Delaware TSA website, under the 
events tab labeled as DETSA State Leadership & Technical Conference (SLC). For other events, 
refer to the National Competitive Events Guide.  
 
Overview: A general explanation of what the event is about. 
Contest Purpose: This tells you the goal of the event – what you are supposed to learn/do. 
Eligibility for Entry: This tells you how many individuals/teams from your chapter can compete in 
a contest. 
Time Limits: This tells you how long certain portions of the contest will take. 
TSA Regulations and Procedure: These are the “rules” for the event. It explains in detail what 
you should include in your project – a display, a documentation notebook, a model, etc. This 
section tells you how the contest will work. 
Criteria for Judging: This tells you how the project will be assessed. Use this with the rubric to 
see exactly what the judges will be looking for. 
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Specific Guidelines 
Sections of Documentation 
 
THE TITLE PAGE 
Every portfolio should have a title page; this should be the FIRST page of the portfolio. This will 
help make sure your project is placed in the right area to be judged and to aid the judges when 
they are evaluating your event. 
The page should be blank, except for: 

● The Event Title 
● The TSA Logo or image specific to your event (optional) 
● The Conference city and state (this will need to be changed if the project progresses from 

the state conference to the national conference) 
● The Year 
● Student ID number for individual events OR Team ID number for team events. (Do not use 

any names) 
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TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Most documentation notebooks will require a Table of Contents. Here are the specifications for 
the Table of Contents: 

● The Table of Contents can be as many pages as needed. 
● The items in the Table of Contents should include all the pages required in the event’s 

guidelines in the same order as they are listed. 
● The items in the Table of Contents should start with the first page of content specified in 

the guidebook. It should NOT start with the title or table of contents. 
● The names of the items in the Table of Contents should be aligned to the left. 
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TABLES 
Tables are useful in showing data and you should use them where appropriate. However, unless 
they are formatted neatly and consistently, the data becomes lost or unusable. 
Here are the formatting guidelines for tables: 

● Use bold type for titles and column headings. 
● Column headings should be centered over each column. 
● Tables using one- and two-line column headings should be aligned at the center of the 

cell. 
● Unless specifically required by your event’s guidelines, gridlines should be used. 
● All columns containing text should be aligned to the left with an exception to column 

headings. 
● All columns containing numbers should be aligned to the right.  
● The body of the table should be single-spaced. 
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PLAN OF WORK LOG 
Some events require a Plan of Work Log which contains information on who contributed what in 
your event. Here are some specifications for the Plan of Work log: 

● Use the document provided in the national rulebook for the Plan of Work Log. 
● Only use first names. 
● Be specific when writing the amount of time required to accomplish a task and the nature 

of the work. 
● https://tsaweb.org/docs/default-source/competition-forms-2018-2019-(from-vv-8.29.18)/pla

n-of-work-log.pdf?sfvrsn=14c41307_2  
 

 
 
SUMMARIES & PURPOSE 
Many events require individuals or teams to summarise their projects, why they created their 
project, or how they produced it. Some events also require you to list your inspiration and/or 
reason for designing your project the way you did.  

● Make sure that your summary and purpose sections are detailed. If the judges find it 
lacking detail, you may have points deducted.  

● If you ever need help determining what you need in your summary/purpose section, you 
can refer to the rubric in the events guide.  

 
REFERENCES 
Many events that require documentation require a references section. Here are a few guidelines 
for your references: 

 

https://tsaweb.org/docs/default-source/competition-forms-2018-2019-(from-vv-8.29.18)/plan-of-work-log.pdf?sfvrsn=14c41307_2
https://tsaweb.org/docs/default-source/competition-forms-2018-2019-(from-vv-8.29.18)/plan-of-work-log.pdf?sfvrsn=14c41307_2
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● Always use MLA format. 
● The references page should be in Times New Roman 12pt. Font 
● The title of the page should be “Works Cited” centered 
● If your event requires research from different sources (ex. - websites, magazines, 

textbooks, etc.), then indicate the different sources by having sections for each source 
● Use Owl Purdue for more information on how to cite in MLA format: 

(https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_g
uide/mla_formatting_and_style_guide.html) 

 
OTHERS 
There are many events that have specific requirements that aren’t covered in this documentation 
guide. For these events, make sure to refer to the event guide for specifications.  
 
Some of these events include: 

● Digital Video Production (Scripts) 
● Future Technology Teacher (Lesson Plan)  
● Promotional Design (Graphical Designs) 
● Career Preparation (Resume + Cover Letter) 

 
Not all of the events that have extra requirements were listed above. Check your event’s specific 
guidelines to be sure. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_formatting_and_style_guide.html
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_formatting_and_style_guide.html

